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Observation of single molecule transport at surfaces via scanning microscopies:
Monte Carlo wave function study of a model problem

Dmitrii E. Makarov
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and Institute for Theoretical Chemistry, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas

~Received 23 July 2001; published 29 April 2002!

We discuss experiments where the trajectories of individual molecules or atoms at surfaces are observed by
means of scanning microscopy. A scanning probe moves along the surface and excites the molecule so that the
molecule’s location is deduced from the times at which fluorescence photons are emitted. Operation of other
types of scanning microscopes can be described by similar models. The observed trajectories are inherently
affected by the interaction between the molecule and the probe such that the measured diffusion coefficient
depends on the frequency at which the surface is scanned. The number of photons emitted by the molecule
during a scan is affected in a nontrivial way by its mobility. If photoexcitation increases the mobility, we find
emission to be suppressed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.051601 PACS number~s!: 68.37.Uv, 33.80.2b, 42.50.2p, 82.37.2j
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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of experimental techniques have emerged d
ing recent years, allowing one to locate, monitor, and m
nipulate individual atoms and molecules@1–6#. Examples
include single molecule optical spectroscopy, scanning t
neling microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. As the s
tial and temporal resolution improves, one eventually get
the limit where the quantum properties of the observed m
ecules and their interactions with the probing device can
longer be ignored.

In a recent study, Lauhon and Ho@7# observed tunneling
of single hydrogen atoms at a surface using a scanning
neling microscope~STM!. The possibility to observe a singl
particle undergoing quantum transitions poses a numbe
conceptual questions. What is the actual information ab
the single quantum system that is revealed by such meas
ments? What is the meaning of the measured ‘‘trajector
The wave function~or the density matrix! of a molecule
describes the probability to find it in any given state. Th
locating the molecule is a stochastic process. Solving
Schrödinger equation is not sufficient to describe such
periments: this has to be supplemented by a Monte C
procedure to simulate the detection process.

Another unusual aspect of single molecule experiment
that the interaction of the molecule with the detector can
be neglected. For example, suppose we are monitorin
single atom by exciting it with a laser and detecting fluor
cence photons it emits. The photon flux arriving at the det
tor depends on the laser intensity and on the emission
The time resolution of a single atom trajectory measured
this way cannot be better than the duration of the excitati
emission cycle,t. The more closely we would like to watc
the atom, the shortert must be. Shortert means stronge
interaction of the atom with the laser field as well as with t
vacuum electromagnetic field. Emission automatica
causes decoherence. Therefore if we monitor the atom ov
time longer than the emission time then we cannot neg
this decoherence caused by the interaction with the vac
field.
1063-651X/2002/65~5!/051601~9!/$20.00 65 0516
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This picture is very different from that of ultrafast tim
resolved spectroscopies of bulk materials, which are usu
carried out at time scales much shorter than emission tim
Decoherence due to the interaction with the vacuum field
negligible effect on the molecules’ dynamics in this case.

Interaction with the detector sometimes provides a use
way of manipulating single molecules. For example, H
group has used the interaction of the STM tip with molecu
adsorbed at surfaces to dissociate, rotate, or vibrationally
cite the molecules@8–10#.

The purpose of this paper is to understand the mean
and the properties of single molecule trajectories as m
sured by scanning microscopy. The topic of ‘‘quantum t
jectories’’ has previously been discussed by Marksteiner,
linger, and Zoller@11# in the context of quantum diffusion in
optical molasses. Those authors devised a measure
scheme in which the location of an atom is measured
angle resolved detection of the emitted photons. The sim
lated atomic trajectories exhibit unusual properties such
anomalous diffusion. The spatial resolution provided by su
a scheme is limited by the laser wavelength. In contrast,
scanning microscopy approach~e.g., near field scanning op
tical microscopy! does not have such a limitation.

Thus the physical situation studied here differs from th
of Ref. @11#. Our model~Sec. II! describes a fluorescenc
excitation experiment, in which the molecule adsorbed a
surface is located by exciting it with a spatially localize
electromagnetic field~possibly in a near field setup! and
monitoring its fluorescence. The location of the molecule
deduced from the position of the probe~i.e., the field! at the
time at which a fluorescence photon is detected. Unlike
the case studied in Ref.@11#, the direction of the emitted
photons is not resolved in our scheme. Our scheme thus
ploits the mapping between the times when photons are
tected and the observed trajectory of the molecule. The p
erties of the molecule’s dynamics~such as its diffusion
coefficient! are intimately related to the photoemission s
tistics. The statistics of light emitted by single molecules h
recently become a subject of intense study@2,12–18#.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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While details might be different, our model is rather g
neric and captures the essential properties of most scan
microscopies. The molecule can move~either by tunneling or
thermal hopping! during the experiment and our aim will b
to describe the characteristics of this motion~diffusion coef-
ficient, etc.! as observed in such an experiment.

In Sec. III we will provide a summary of the Monte Car
wave function method used to numerically simulate the
namics of our model. In Sec. IV, we will examine the de
quantum limit, in which the molecule’s dephasing time,
the absence of the probing laser, is longer than the dura
of the experiment. In this limit, the only source of dephas
is the instrument itself. As a consequence, the molecule s
coherent until it emits a photon, and therefore its diffusi
coefficient measured in such an experiment will turn out
depend on the rate at which the surface is scanned. We
argue that this kind of experiment can be performed w
cold atoms in optical lattices, where the dephasing times
very long. We will also see that other dephasing mechani
change this picture and lead to a diffusion coefficient tha
independent of the scanning rate.

In Sec. V we will explore whether or not the emissio
signal from a single molecule is enhanced by its diffusio
We will also examine the effect of photoinduced diffusio
Section VI concludes with closing remarks.

II. THE MODEL

Our model is schematically shown in Fig. 1. We consid
a molecule~or atom! of massm moving in a periodic multi-
well potential alongx that mimics a one-dimensional ‘‘sur
face.’’ The molecule has two electronic states,ug& and ue&,
with energies«e and«g , and is excited by a resonant ele

FIG. 1. The energy of the molecule-surface interaction in
ground and excited electronic states. Also shown is the interac
energy between the laser and the molecule when the probe i
cated atX(t).
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tromagnetic field at a frequencyv5«[«e2«g . The ampli-
tude of the field is given byE„x2X(t)…, a function that is
spatially localized around the position of the probeX(t) ~Fig.
1!. We will assume that the spatial width ofE(x) is compa-
rable to the size of the single well. The Hamiltonian is:

H5@Vg~x!1p2/2m#ug&^gu1@«1Ve~x!1p2/2m#ue&^eu

2mE„x2X~ t !…cos~vt !@ ug&^eu1ue&^gu#. ~1!

The last term in Eq.~1! describes the dipole interaction o
the molecule with light. Classically, if the position of th
probeX(t) is close to the molecule’s positionx then the field
can resonantly excite the molecule and the molecule can
a photon. Therefore if we register a photon at timet1 then we
know that the molecule is located atX(t1) ~see Fig. 2!. The
accuracy of the measurement is limited by the width of
envelopeE„X(t)2x… and also by the fact that the molecu
and/or probe can move during the lifetime of the excit
state of the molecule. The position of the probeX(t) is a
periodic function of time as shown in Fig. 2. The total tim
of the scan isT and the time the probe spends at each wel
tprobe5T/N whereN is the number of wells. We will assum
periodic boundary conditions for the periodic multiwell p
tentialsVg(x) andVe(x) so that the total number of distinc
wells is N. We useN540 in all simulations. The excited
molecule will generally have a different charge distributi
from that in the ground state and therefore it will intera
with the surface differently. As a consequence, the exc
state potentialVe(x) generally differs from the ground stat
potentialVg(x).

Besides interacting with the surface and with the la
probe, the molecule may also be coupled to a continuum
surface modes~phonons or electronic excitations! that pro-
vide an additional mechanism for dephasing and energy
laxation. Those will be treated here in a phenomenolog
fashion, using a Monte Carlo wave function approach. Fo
review and relevant references see Ref.@19#. Our particular
implementation of the algorithm and the method in which
treat dephasing are given in Ref.@20#.

To simplify the numerical treatment of the Hamiltonian
Eq. ~1! I will use two approximations:

(a) Rotating wave approximation@21#. In the rotating
frame, the Hamiltonian~1! takes the form:

H5@Vg~x!1p2/2m#ug&^gu1@«2\v1Ve~x!1p2/2m#ue&

3^eu2\V„x2X~ t !…@ ug&^eu1ue&^gu#, ~2!

e
n

lo-

FIG. 2. The position of the probeX(t) as a function of time. If
photons are detected at timest1 , t2 , and t3 , we say that the mol-
ecule was found atX1 , X2 , andX3 at these times.
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OBSERVATION OF SINGLE MOLECULE TRANSPORT AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051601
where

\V„x2X~ t !…5mE„x2X~ t !…/2 ~3!

can be thought of as a Rabi frequency operator that dep
on the positions of both the probe and the molecule.

(b) Tight binding approximation. The energy levels in the
periodic potentials form bands. For bothVg andVe , we will
neglect all bands but the lowest ones. This implies that
following replacement is made:

Vg~e!~x!1p2/2m→2( Dg~e!~ un&^n11u1un11&^nu!.

~4!

Here un& is a state that is localized in thenth well andDg(e)
is the tunneling matrix element between two neighbor
wells for a particle in the potentialVg(e) . There are a total of
N wells and periodic boundary conditions are assumed
addition, the Rabi frequency operator~which is diagonal in
x! is replaced by\V„x2X(t)…→\Vdn,X(t)un&^nu where
dnm51 if n5m and zero otherwise. Since we have replac
the continuous coordinatex by the discrete well numbern,
we also modifyX(t) such that it can only take discrete va
ues:X(t)5@Nt/T# (mod N) where@a# indicates the smalles
integer greater than or equal toa. One should be aware tha
by making the tight binding approximation we have d
carded some interesting phenomena@such as over-barrie
transitions in the potentialVg(x), the energy for which being
provided by the atom recoil in photoemission@11##.

If x is taken to be an angular variable, the Hamiltoni
~1!–~4! can be used to describe rotations of a molecule
Hamiltonian of this type seems suitable to describe the
periments@10# where rotations of a single molecule are e
cited by an STM tip.

Note that the Hamiltonian~1! describes a periodically
driven particle in a periodic potential. It is similar to th
Hamiltonian of a periodically kicked rotor@22# except that
the ‘‘kicking’’ is provided by a time dependent coupling b
tween the ground and excited states caused by an ele
magnetic field and that there is an additional constant ang
potential. A physical example of such a rotor could be a C3
group rotating around the bond connecting it with the res
the molecule. In this case the potentialVg(e) would be three-
fold. In view of the above similarity, it is not unexpected
find ~see Sec. III! a phenomenon that is similar to th
‘‘measurement-induced’’ diffusion described in Ref.@22#.

III. MONTE CARLO WAVE FUNCTION ALGORITHM

We use the Monte Carlo wave function~MCWF! ap-
proach@19,20,23–27# to study the dynamics of our mode
For details of this approach see the cited literature. Here
give a very brief summery of the method.

It is assumed that the evolution of the molecule’s dens
matrix r is described by

dr/dt52 i @H,r#2Rr, ~5!
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whereH is the Hamiltonian defined by Eqs.~1!–~4! andR is
an operator that contains effects of relaxation and depha
so it can be written as a sum of two terms:

R5Rr1Rd . ~6!

The dephasing part has the following matrix elements:

^n,suRdrun8,s8&5gnsn8s8^n,surun8,s8&,

gnsn8s85g1G~ds,e1ds8,e!/2, ~7!

wheres5e, g andnÞn8 and/orsÞs8. The dephasing rate
gnsn8s8 describes how fast the coherence is lost between
pair of distinct states and is the sum of a pure dephasing
g ~which is assumed here to be the same for all states! and a
contribution caused by emission and proportional to
emission rateG.

The relaxation part ofR is diagonal:

^n,euRrrun,e&5G^n,eurun,e&,

^n,guRrrun,g&52G^n,eurun,e&. ~8!

In our model, photoemission is the only source of relaxati
Additional relaxation mechanisms such as those due to c
pling to phonons or other excitations can be easily includ
within our formalism if desired.

Equation~5! can be solved directly. Calculating the emi
sion statistics would then involve tedious computation
correlation functions of the dipole operator from Eq.~5!. The
MCWF algorithm@11,19,20,23–27# offers an equivalent ye
more convenient approach to the photocounting statist
Specifically, one constructs a fictitious wave function

uc~r !&5(
n,s

cn,s~ t !un,s&.

‘‘Coherent’’ evolution of this wave function~which, in the
MCWF context, is free propagation under an effectiv
R-dependent Hamiltonian@19,20,23–27#! is interrupted by
stochastic jumps whose probabilities are determined by
operatorR. After each photoemission jump the wave fun
tion is reset touc&5un,g&, i.e., becomes localized in a wel
In addition to the ‘‘photoemission jumps,’’ the algorithm in
cludes ‘‘collisions,’’ which randomize the phase of the wa
function. The latter are necessary to describe the p
dephasing@20#. The algorithm has the following two prope
ties.

~i! The evolution of the density operatoruc(t)&^c(t)u av-
eraged over runs of this stochastic algorithm is identica
that of the density matrixr(t) under Eq.~5!.

~ii ! The statistics of the ‘‘photoemission jumps’’ generat
by this algorithm are precisely the same as the statistic
the photons emitted by the molecule if its density mat
satisfies Eq.~5! @19,23–25#. The second property allows u
to carry out our ‘‘scanning microscopy’’ on a computer b
generating times at which photons are emitted.
1-3
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IV. MEASURING THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

Thinking classically, when the probe passes over the w
containing the molecule, one will detect a burst of fluore
cence photons emitted by the molecule. We will assume
the excitation lifetime 1/G ~whereG is the emission rate! is
shorter than the timetprobe5T/N the probe spends at eac
well so that more than one photon will be typically emitte
If such a burst is detected around timet1 then we say we
have found our molecule at positionn15X(t1). Once the
probe has moved away from the molecule’s location, no p
tons will be detected until a later timet2 . This new emission
time is close tot11T, assuming that the molecule cann
move too far fromn1 during the scan timeT. If there is no
motion, i.e.,Dg5De50, then the molecule will be found a
t2 at the same positionn1 . However, for nonzeroDg andDe
we may find the molecule at a different locationn2Þn1 .
Figure 3 shows the result of a MCWF simulation of th
process. Each spike in Fig. 3 corresponds to a burst of p
tons ~the resolution of the plot is not sufficient to see ind
vidual photons!. The spikes are separated by a time close
the scan periodT. The height of the spike is equal to th
displacementn2n0 of the molecule~measured as describe
above! relative to its initial positionn0 where the molecule
was initially placed~that is, the molecule’s density matri
was equal toun0&^n0u in the beginning of the simulation!.
The two plots in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! correspond to two dif-
ferent scan periodsT: T52/Dg and T51/Dg , respectively.
The processn(t), with t'0,T,2T,..., is diffusion. That is,

FIG. 3. The measured position of the molecule as a function
time for two different values of the scan time. The parameters u
in the simulation areg50, G5100Dg , V580Dg , andDe5Dg .
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the mean square displacement is proportional to tim
^@n(t)2n0#2&5Dt. This, of course, cannot be ascertain
by examination of Fig. 3 but can easily be checked by
peating the simulation and computing the average. Howe
an unusual feature of Fig. 3 is that the diffusion coefficienD
in Fig. 3~a! is different from that in Fig. 3~b!. Simulations
show that the diffusion coefficient in Fig. 3~a! is twice that in
Fig. 3~b!. Thus the diffusion coefficient depends on the sc
time T.

This finding could be anticipated from the following he
ristic arguments. We first note that coherent tunneling of
molecule is not a diffusion process. To see this, suppose
there is no laser field and no emission. In the limitN→` this
case can be solved analytically. If we start withuc(0)&
5un0&, computeuc(t)&5exp(2iHt)un0&, then we will find
that the mean square displacement of the molecule at timt
is given by

^~n2n0!2&[(
n

~n2n0!2u^nuc~ t !&u2

5(
n

~n2n0!2Jn2n0

2 ~2tDg!52Dg
2t2,

whereJn(x) stands for the Bessel function. This is a ballist
not diffusional, regime known in quantum diffusion theo
@28–30#. If we neglect any decoherence effects during t
time between two bursts of photons then we will find that t
mean square displacement between two spikes in Fig
should be proportional toT2. However, the coherent propa
gation process is disrupted every time a photon is registe
In quantum measurement theory this is referred to as ‘‘
collapse of the wave function.’’ In the MCWF algorithm
such collapse takes place each time a photoemission j
resets the wave function touc&5un1 ,g&, n1 being whatever
value that has been registered by the scanning microsc
Until the next burst of photons, the molecule’s wave functi
undergoes coherent propagation with the new initial con
tion n5n1 , until the next burst of photons arrives, locatin
the molecule at a new positionn2 . The molecule’s position
n0 ,n1 ,n2 ,..., measured in successive scans undergoes a
fusion process. The displacementsn12n0 ,n22n1 ,..., are
independent of one another, with the mean square displ
ment being ^(nk2nk21)2&52Dg

2T2 and ^nk2nk21&50.
From this we find

^~nk2n0!2&5k^~nk2nk21!2&52Dg
2 Tt

sincek;t/T. Thus the diffusion coefficient is proportional t
T. Note that this finding may be regarded as a manifesta
of the quantum Zeno effect@31–33#. As T→0, the diffusion
coefficient approaches zero so the molecule is no longer s
to move. However, our results cannot be extrapolated to
limit T→0 because the interaction timetprobe5T/N must be
long enough to ensure that the molecule can be excited
thus detected.

The picture suggested by the above argument is that
molecule undergoes undisturbed coherent evolution betw
the bursts~during which the mean square displacement

f
d

1-4
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FIG. 4. Probability distributionsP(t0ut) and
P(n0un) for three different values of the sca
time T. ~a! T51/Dg ; ~b! T52/Dg ; ~c! T
54/Dg . Other simulation parameters areg50,
G5100Dg, V580Dg, De5Dg, andt05tprobe.
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proportional tot2! and the coherence is disrupted each ti
the molecule is located by the probe.

To understand the properties of the observed proces
more detail, we now study the conditional probabili
P(t0ut) that a photon is detected at timet provided that the
previous photon arrived att0 . Because our Hamiltonian~1!–
~4! is time dependent, this probability depends not only
the separation between the two photons but also on the
t0 the first photon has been detected. If we chooset0
5tprobe5T/N then the first photon is emitted just at the tim
when the probe leaves the first well. We then expect that
next photon will most likely be emitted at a time close tot
't01T. If this were a precise equality,t5t01T, this would
imply that the molecule would be detected at the same w
(n51) where it was found att5t0 . Using the time depen
dence of the probe position,X(t)5@Nt/T#, it is easy to con-
vert the probability distributionP(t0ut) into P(n0 ,t0un), the
conditional probability that the molecule is located in w
numbern provided it has previously been found in welln0
5n(t0) at time t0 . Figure 4 shows both these distribution
for T51/Dg , 2/Dg , and 4/Dg . The sharp peaks in the dis
tribution P(t0ut) are due to the coherent nature of laser e
citation: the population of the excited state is an oscillat
function of time so that the emission probability has a ma
mum at certain times. AsT is increased, the uncertainty i
the arrival timet of the next photon@i.e., the spread of the
distributionP(t0ut) as a function oft# becomes larger. There
fore the uncertainty in the locationn(t) where the molecule
05160
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will be detected also increases. This is seen in the plo
P(n0 ,t0un) as a function ofn2n0 .

The spread inn2n0 tells us how much, on the averag
the molecule can move during the dark time when the pr
is not exciting the molecule. To quantify this, we plot th
mean spread,̂(n2n0)2&1/2, as a function ofT in Fig. 5. For
a molecule that undergoes classical diffusion, this would
proportional toT1/2. However, what we see in Fig. 5 is ba
listic transport, with

^~n2n0!2&1/2}T.

FIG. 5. The root mean square distance traveled by the mole
between two successive encounters with the probe plotted as a
tion of the scan timeT. The parameters of the simulation areg
50, G5200Dg , V5160Dg , andDe5Dg .
1-5
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As argued above, if the surface is repeatedly scanned,
kind of dependence will lead to a diffusion coefficient that
proportional toT. Interestingly, the slope of the straight lin
is virtually independent of the emission rateG and the Rabi
frequencyV, provided that both are high enough to ensu
that the molecule emits at least one photon during the t
tprobe5T/N when probed by the laser. This result is som
what unexpected because photon emission is a sourc
dephasing and one expects dephasing to change the
ecule’s dynamics considerably. The insensitivity of the res
to the parameters of the electromagnetic field suggests
the molecule stays effectively uncoupled from the laser m
of the time except during the times the probe is near
molecule and a burst of photons is being emitted.

As known from the theory of quantum diffusion@28–30#,
dephasing and relaxation processes destroy the coh
transport and lead to a more classical-like behavior wh
^(n2n0)2&1/2}T1/2. The failure of the dephasing caused
the interaction with the vacuum electromagnetic field, to
stroy the coherent transport shows that scanning microsc
can be sufficiently nonintrusive to preserve quantum coh
ence. Loosely speaking, our finding is that ‘‘while not see
the molecule does not decohere.’’

The situation changes when the pure dephasing rateg is
nonzero. Photoemission is no longer the sole source
dephasing. If the decoherence time 1/g is shorter thanT then
coherent transport will be destroyed. Repeating the sim
tion for this case we find the behavior shown in Fig. 6. T
mean square distance the molecule travels during the
between the bursts of photons is now closer to the relat
ship

^~n2n0!2&}T

found in a classical diffusion process. Therefore if scann
repeatedly, the molecule will be found to undergo a diffus
process, with a diffusion coefficient that is independent oT.
Relaxation processes, which also cause decoherence,
larly destroy the nonclassical behavior.

We conclude that the nonclassical behavior with a dif
sion coefficient dependent on the scanning rate can be
served only if the molecule’s decoherence time is longer t

FIG. 6. The mean square distance traveled by the molecule
tween two successive encounters with the probe plotted as a f
tion of the scan timeT. The parameters used in the simulation a
g5Dg , G5100Dg , V580Dg , andDe5Dg . Note that the quan-
tity plotted is different from that in Fig. 5.
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the timeT it takes to scan the surface. Such a condition is
easy to meet experimentally. One possible experimenta
rangement where such nonclassical measurement effects
be seen is with a laser cooled atom in a periodic opti
lattice @11,34–39#. Unlike diffusion in solids, optical lattices
exhibit extremely long coherence times that are limited o
by residual scattering@35,36# and so it may be possible t
satisfy the above stringent condition required to observe
listic transport of a single atom.

We also note that our case of nonclassical diffusion
similar to the measurement induced diffusion described
Ref. @22# except that we deal with diffusion in real rathe
than momentum space. Similarly to the model describ
there, in our case repeated measurements result in a ran
diffusional motion of the molecule; the properties of th
motion ~the diffusion coefficient! depend on how frequently
the measurement is performed~i.e., on the timeT!.

V. DOES DIFFUSION MAKE THE MOLECULE MORE
‘‘VISIBLE’’?

Imagine for a moment that our molecule is glued to t
surface. The average number of photonsn emitted by the
molecule in a single scan~i.e., during the timeT! is obvi-
ously proportional to the timetprobethe probe spends near th
molecule and depends on the emission rateG and the inten-
sity of the laser. Assuming that these three parameters rem
fixed, how will n change if the molecule is allowed to move
This issue is of practical interest because analytical chem
are often interested in the detection of minuscule amount
chemicals in some small volume. Therefore given the limi
photodetection efficiency, it is of interest to know how th
signal depends on the molecule’s mobility@13,15#.

The net effect of the molecule’s mobility on the emissi
signal is a tradeoff of two opposite trends. On one hand,
molecule can make a transition to another well during
time tprobethe probe samples the well. This shortens the ti
the molecule interacts with the probe and reduces the num
of emitted photons. On the other hand, the probe may
counter the same molecule more than once thereby incr
ing the total number of photons. A simulation is required
resolve which of the two trends will dominate.

The quantum case is further complicated by the prese
of coherences. Although we have performed fully quant
Monte Carlo wave function simulations, here we will lim
the discussion to a somewhat simpler classical model, wh
can be obtained from the quantum model in the limit of lar
dephasing rateg. In the classical model, the molecule pe
forms diffusion, with a diffusion coefficient that can gene
ally be different in the ground and excited electronic stat
If the molecule is in the ground state, it can jump to the w
on the right or left during a timedt, with probabilities each
equal tokg dt, wherekg is the rate constant for the jumps
Similarly, the excited molecule undergoes jumps with a r
constantke . If ke5kg then photoexcitation does not affe
the mobility of the molecule. Ifke.kg then photoexcitation
increases the mobility.

We will also treat photoexcitation classically, assumi
that it can be characterized by an excitation rate cons

e-
c-
1-6
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kex(I ) that depends on the light intensityI. This implies that
the light is incoherent.

Let pn,g be the probability that the molecule is located
well numbern and is not excited andpn,e the probability to
find an excited molecule in thenth well. The time depen-
dence of these quantities is given by the equations

dpn,g /dt522kgpn,g1kgpn21,g1kgpn11,g2kexdn,X~ t !pn,g

1Gpn,e ,

dpn,e /dt522kepn,e1kepn21,e1kepn11,e1kexdn,X~ t !pn,g

2Gpn,e . ~9!

Heredn,X(t) is equal to 1 if the position of the probeX(t) is
equal ton and 0 otherwise. The first three terms in each
the equations~9! describe surface diffusion, the last tw
terms, excitation by the probe and emission.

We study the dynamics of a single molecule governed
Eq. ~9! by performing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. W
initially place our molecule in well numbern wheren is a
random number from 1 toN. The molecule is initially in the
ground state. After a short time intervaldt, the molecule can
jump to the left ~n is decreased by 1!, to the right ~n is
increased by 1!, or get excited. The probabilities of thes
events are, respectively,kgdt, kgdt, andkexdn,X(t)dt. When
the molecule is in the excited state, it can emit a photon
go to the electronically ground state with a probability eq
to G dt, or jump to the left or to the right. The Monte Car
simulation is performed fromt50 to t5T.

Two cases are possible. We may assume thatn is only
allowed to take values from 1 toN. In this case a molecule
that reaches the edge of the scanned area~n51 or N! should
remain within the scanned area. We achieve this by adop
periodic boundary conditions~if n,1 then setn→n1N, if
n.N then n→n2N!. One can visualize this situation as
motion on the surface of a cylinder. Another possibility
that the molecule is allowed to travel outside the scan
area. It can leave it but it can also reenter it. In this case
well numbern is unrestricted. Both situations can take pla
experimentally so we will study each of them.

A. keÄkg

In this case the molecule’s mobility is unaffected by ligh
First let us estimate the number of photonsn0 emitted during
one scan by an immobilized molecule,ke5kg50. It is equal
to the emission rateG times the average timete the molecule
spends in the excited state. The latter is equal to the t
tprobe the molecule interacts with the probe times the pro
ability pe it is excited during that time. During the tim
tprobe, pe and the probabilitypg512pe that the molecule is
not excited are related bypeG5(12pe)kex, whence

n05Gtprobepe5tprobe/~G211kex
21!. ~10!

If G@kex then the number of photons is limited by the ex
tation rate,n05kextprobe and if G!kex it is limited by the
emission rate,n05Gtprobe. If the molecule is now allowed to
move, this effectively shortens the average duration of
05160
f

y

d
l

g

d
e

.

e
-

e

period the molecule interacts with the probe so it is no lon
equal totprobe5T/N. However, the molecule can meet wit
the probe more than once during the scan. The resulting
pendence ofn on the ratioke /G for the casekex52G ob-
tained from Monte Carlo simulations is presented in Fig.
In the case of the periodic boundary conditionsn monotoni-
cally increases withke . This is not surprising: as the mol
ecule cannot leave the scanned area, it will encounter
probe more times as it becomes more mobile. Howev
when the scanned area is open and the molecule can lea
n exhibits a maximum as a function of the jump rateke . The
number of photons emitted by the molecule will be the la
est for a certain value of the molecule’s mobility. A ve
rapidly or slowly diffusing molecule is less ‘‘visible.’’

B. Photoinduced mobility case,keÌkg

If the molecule’s diffusion is faster in the excited sta
than it is in the ground state, this leads to photoinduced
fusion. Photoinduced phenomena of this kind are often
served in single molecule spectroscopy@1,3,5,6#. Plotted in
Fig. 8 is the number of photonsn as a function ofke /G when
kg is kept constant andkex52G. The result is very different
from case A: The number of photons emitted by the molec
in a single scan tends to decrease with increasingke , regard-
less of whether or not the molecule is allowed to leave
scanned area. This can be understood if we consider the
where the diffusion coefficient in the ground state is zero a
that in the excited state is very high. As soon as the la
excites the molecule that is located in well numbern, it will
jump to the welln11 or n21. Thus it is unlikely that the
molecule will emit more than one photon from its origin
location because it is likely to move during the excitatio
emission cycle. In other words, the molecule will emit on
one photon every time it is encountered by the probe. Ho
ever, it may be encountered by the probe more than o
Suppose the molecule jumped fromn to n8 when it was
excited by the laser. Suppose also that the probe is movin
the direction with the increasingn. Since the molecule can
not move unless illuminated by light, ifn8,n then the probe

FIG. 7. The number of photons emitted by a molecule in
single scan as a function ofke /G. The diffusion rate is the same in
the ground and excited electronic states. Diamonds: the cas
periodic boundary conditions. Stars: the molecule is allowed
leave the scanned area.
1-7
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will never encounter the molecule again in the same sc
However, if n8.n then the molecule will be illuminated
again when the probe moves on to then8th well. We see that
the molecule will not be illuminated again with the probab
ity 1

2 and will emit a second photon with the probability1
2.

Repeatedly applying this argument, to emit a total ofm11
photons, the molecule should jump to the rightm times and
then to the left. The probability of that is 22m21 so that the
average number of additional photons the molecule will e
is

^m&5 (
m50

`

m22m2151. ~11!

Thus we expect that, in the limit of largeke , n should be
close to^m&1152, a result confirmed by the simulation
Since in the case of zero mobility,ke50, we estimatedn to
be equal ton05t/(G211kex

21), then we expectn to be a
decreasing function ofke as long asn0.2. We also note tha

FIG. 8. The number of photons emitted by a molecule in
single scan as a function ofke /G. The diffusion rate in the ground
state is constant,kg /G51. Diamonds: the case of periodic boun
ary conditions. Stars: the molecule is allowed to leave the scan
area.
s.

tl

05160
n.

it

our conclusion should not be affected much by the bound
conditions because the molecule cannot move much un
interacting with the probe and so it will not be likely t
escape the scanned area. This is indeed confirmed by Fi

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Single molecule spectroscopy allows experimenters
follow the trajectories of individual molecules in time. If on
tries to improve the spatial and temporal resolution of th
methods eventually a limit is reached where the interact
of the molecule with the probe modifies the molecule’s d
namics to the extent that it can actually be used to man
late the molecule. Once this happens, a question arises a
the meaning of the observed trajectories and about
amount of information on the molecule’s dynamics that c
be gained from such measurements. We have seen th
scanning probe can be a source of decoherence that cha
the molecule’s dynamics from coherent ballistic transport
a diffusional random walk. To observe this kind of effe
other sources of decoherence must be sufficiently weak.
propose that this situation can be achieved for cold atom
optical lattices.

Since the emission rate cannot be arbitrarily high, mo
toring single molecule dynamics with a high temporal res
lution requires good photodetection efficiency. If the mo
ecule undergoes motion at a time scale comparable to th
emission then this motion affects properties of the emiss
process. The molecule can emit fewer or more photons
pending on the relationship between its mobility and t
emission rate. Photoinduced diffusion, however, tends
suppress the molecule’s emission because it shortens th
erage time the molecule interacts with the probe.
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